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GET IN TOUCH

Create transparency over your 
schedules with rules-based, 
self-scheduling. Based on the rules 
you set in place, staff can pick up 
and swap shifts all in one 
centralized platform. Schedulers 
and administrators can quickly 
identify coverage gaps and reduce identify coverage gaps and reduce 
the reliance on overtime shifts and 
agency resources. Notify your staff 
with real-time updates on schedule 
changes with integrated messaging 
features.

Ditch the Spreadsheets, 
Cloud-Based Scheduling 
With Transparency Centralized reporting is key for our 

rapidly growing healthcare systems. 
As your healthcare organization 
expands, Schedule360 can expand 
with you. From 10 employees to 
10,000. Our configurable scheduling 
and reporting allow your team to 
access reports and data by location access reports and data by location 
type, region, to all facilities 
nationwide, giving your executives 
the data needed to make the right 
decisions.

Scalability & Centralized 
Reporting

Our robust API integration allows 
you to integrate with your time & 
attendance and HR applications 
and software. Quickly compile 
payroll and track your team's 
credentials.

Integrate with Current 
Software Using API 
Integration

Configured Scheduling Solutions for:

Schedule360 is not one size fits all, our software is configured specifically for your application. 
Adding the features you need, and getting rid of the ones you don’t.

Physicians Nurses Pharmacies Medical Staff Clinical Teams Hospitals

Scheduling Software 
Configured to Your Needs 
is Affordable
Schedule360 is an online web-based healthcare scheduling software that 
meets the needs of scheduling managers across the healthcare spectrum.
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GET IN TOUCH

One size fits all doesn’t work for healthcare scheduling. Schedule360 includes free setup, 
online training, and the industry’s best customer support, at one affordable price. 
Schedule360 gives your team the transparency and reporting they need to manage your 
resources. 

As you grow, we grow with you. Adding additional staff, units, and locations in a manner of 
hours. Schedule360 offers your scheduling team scalable scheduling solutions.

Schedule360 can easily pass data back and forth from other software your team currently Schedule360 can easily pass data back and forth from other software your team currently 
uses. Using API integrations, we can compile payroll and time and attendance data into your 
configured version of Schedule360. 

See how easy it can be to manage your healthcare staffing. Gather your team for a configured 
demo of our award-winning healthcare staff scheduling software today.

The Best Healthcare Scheduling 
Software For Your Healthcare Team
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